BY EMAIL: hbfi@finance.gov.ie
HBFI Review – Public Consultation
Shareholding and Financial Advisory Division
Department of Finance
Block 1, Miesian Plaza
50 – 58 Lower Baggot Street
Dublin 2
D02 XW14

10 February 2021
Dear Sir or Madam,
Re:

HBFI Review – Public Consultation

An opportunity involving HBFI exists to achieve connected economic, environmental, and social policy
objectives.
During the long periods of the pandemic spent in our homes and immediate localities citizens have perhaps
never more keenly come to appreciate the importance of high-quality dwellings. The value of the built
environment and private and public amenities to physical and mental health is plain to see. Reduction of
carbon use in the built environment is critical to meeting national Climate Action and Sustainability goals.
Our submission refers to lending to residential owners’ management companies (“OMCs”) of apartments,
multi-unit developments and managed estates for long-term maintenance and upgrade projects. OMCs offer
the collective legal and financial structures for high-density living to deliver on the renewable agendadecarbonisation, reduced energy consumption, etc.
Observations draw on previous submissions to and correspondence with the Department, HBFI, and other
State agencies; relevant material is in the Appendix.
Responses to Consultation Questions
We respond to the consultation questions relevant to the multi-unit development sector, being questions 1,
5, and 6. Other comments are also provided in response to Question 7.
1) Do you feel that access to finance for residential development remains a challenge for the
construction sector? If so, what sectors or regions do you believe are most affected?
Yes. Access to finance for residential development in the form of building maintenance and upgrade projects
in apartments and multi-unit developments remains a challenge. We draw to the reviewers’ attention
observations in our past submissions.
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5) Do you believe that there is currently an adequate level of residential development funding (both
debt and equity) available in the market? Are there particular areas or segments of the market in
which funding is less readily available?
As articulated in past submissions, funding is less readily available to OMCs wishing to undertake essential
large scale building investment works.

6) How do you feel about the range of products currently offered by HBFI? Are there particular areas
of the market in which you believe HBFI could focus more?
HBFI should develop a loan product specifically targeted at OMCs undertaking building maintenance and
upgrade projects.
Building maintenance and upgrade projects will be undertaken by contractors for whom HBFI was originally
established to provide finance, i.e. the “smaller builders and developers” noted in Section 2 of the present
Consultation Paper.
Projects of this nature present a wide range of economic opportunities for Irish construction and related
SMEs. There are significant employment opportunities in the flagship areas identified by the European
Commission in the 2019 and 2020 country-specific recommendations for Ireland of the European Semester
process, namely:
• Power Up (renewable power generation)
• Renovate (retrofitting/deep renovation)
• Recharge and Refuel (electric and hydrogen chargers)
In this regard a separate submission will be made to the consultation process on Ireland’s National Recovery
and Resilience Plan.
Development of this type has the potential at scale to accelerate the speed at which the State meets its
Climate Action Plan targets in relation to retrofitting and insulation of residential properties. There are
significant economies to an insulation upgrade in a single project of several hundred homes using the
collective structure of an OMC. Contrast this with the work involved to achieve the same result for housing
estates or one-off houses with no existing mechanism by which to aggregate/unite individual owners. This
aggregation opportunity is considered in greater detail in our submissions (available at
www.apartmentownersnetwork.org):
State Agency
Commission for Regulation of
Utilities
Department of Communications,
Climate Action & Environment

Consultation Subject
Call for Evidence on Active Consumers & Jointly Acting Active
Consumers under the Clean Energy Package (CRU-20098)
Waste Action Plan for a Circular Economy

7) Final thoughts / Other comments
I. We note the following commentary in the Minister’s Brief of June 2020:
“Potential funding for apartment remediation
The issue of HBFI funding apartment remediation was raised on a number of occasions as the
legislation passed through the Oireachtas in 2018. When assessing HBFI’s capability to lend for all
types of residential projects, two factors must be kept in mind. HBFI’s operations must be in
compliance with State aid rules and HBFI’s lending is intended to be off balance sheet. The funding
of apartment remediation does not sit comfortably with HBFI’s commercial mandate however and

is highly risky because actual costs regularly exceed initial estimates and the lack of adequate
security against borrowings.
HBFI has not seen much demand for such activity. Ultimately HBFI will examine each application
on its own merits and particular circumstance and make a commercial decision in line with its
mandate and the HBFI Act. However, it is difficult to envisage a situation where HBFI could provide
funding for apartment remediation for the reasons set out above.”
With regard to the foregoing, while this submission deals with lending to OMCs for future capital
works rather than remediation of building defects, we observe:
•
•
II.

Section 3 of our Memo “HBFI & lending to OMCs” to HBFI of 26 March 2019 (“the Memo)
analyses State aid principles. It concludes that lending to OMCs is not prohibited by State aid
rules. Moreover, State aid rules explicitly allow for the kind of lending proposed.
Section 2.d of the Memo addresses the matter of unsecured lending.

We note that the periodic review is required under Section 24 of the HBFI Act 2018. Section 24(2)
states:
“As soon as practicable after 31 December 2020, and not later than the second anniversary of that
date and each subsequent second anniversary while HBFI continues in existence, the Minister shall
prepare a report setting out his or her—
a) assessment as to the extent to which HBFI has performed its functions and complied with the
obligations imposed on it under section 7(2)…”
The obligations imposed on HBFI under section 7(2) are
“In lending money under subsection (1), HBFI shall—
(a) take into account all of the risk factors relevant to such lending, both in respect of the residential
development concerned and the business of HBFI, and
(b) aim to—
(i) contribute to the economic and social development of the State, and
(ii) enhance the competitiveness of the economy of the State.”

We draw to the attention of the reviewers our observations in Sections 2.b of the Memo in relation to
HBFI’s social and economic development mandate, and submit that these observations be considered.

We appreciate the opportunity to contribute to this review. Further engagement, by way of virtual meeting,
etc. would be very welcome.
Kind regards,
Your faithfully,
[*sent by email and not signed]
Bryan Maher
Director

Representing the owners of apartments and houses in managed estates

BY EMAIL:
minister@finance.gov.ie
Paschal Donohoe, TD
Minister for Finance
Department of Finance
Government Buildings
Upper Merrion Street
Dublin 2
D02 R583
9 July 2020
Dear Minister Donohoe,
Re:

Section 23 HBFI Act & Residential Owners’ Management Companies
Your Ref: FIN-MO-01990-2020

Congratulations on your re-appointment; we wish you well with the challenges ahead.
Thank you for your Department’s email of 19 June (“the email”), in reply to our letter of 22 May (copy
correspondence enclosed). In response we note the following:
1. We agree with the email, that as provided for in section 23(2) of the HBFI Act (“the Act”) the
directions issued by you must be consistent with the functions and obligations imposed on HBFI
by the Act. However, we respectfully submit that the email is an incomplete analysis of the
obligations imposed on HBFI by the legislation. The email omits to reflect the totality of the Act’s
provisions.
2. Reference in the email to section 23(2) of the Act omits to take account of the complete subsection
2, i.e. (with our emphasis added)“A direction under subsection (1) shall—
(a) be in writing, and
(b) be consistent with the functions of HBFI (including the obligations imposed on HBFI under
section 7 (2)).”
3. Under section 7(2) of the Act HBFI has a social and economic remit“In lending money under subsection (1), HBFI shall…
(b)
aim to —
(i)
contribute to the economic and social development of the State, and
(ii)
enhance the competitiveness of the economy of the State.”
It is noted that in statutory interpretation, a “shall” provision typically requires that there ought
to be clear reasons for a departure from the instruction/mandate of the legislation.
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As noted in our letter of 22 May, our earlier correspondence explored this context- please refer
to the analysis in section 2(b) of our memo of 26 March 2019 included with our Budget 2020
Submission of 9 July 2019. That correspondence is now included for your ease of reference.
4. Under section 7(3) of the Act“In complying with its obligation under subsection (2) (b) (i), HBFI shall have regard to the
policy of the Government relating to housing.”
In this regard, please refer to the detailed analysis at section 2(c) of our memo of 26 March 2019.
Furthermore, we observe that the Programme for Government (“PFG”) states that you will“Examine the issue of defective housing in the first 12 months, having regard to the
recommendations of the Joint Oireachtas Committee on Housing report, ‘Safe as Houses’.”
“Assist owners of latent defect properties, by identifying options for those impacted by defects,
to access low-cost, long-term finance.”
It is submitted that lending by HBFI to residential OMCs would be a step towards delivery of these
policy commitments.
5. It is submitted that the risk of excess costs over projected costs arising from opening up works
may be mitigated or eliminated by at the outset obtaining expert professional advice.
6. The matter of security risk is addressed in our earlier correspondence- please see the analysis at
section 2(d) of our memo of 26 March 2019. In short, residential OMCs are perpetual social
enterprises. Unlike for-profit companies with shareholders, OMCs do not go out of business.
In summation, HBFI’s obligation to lend on commercial terms is explicitly qualified in the legislation.
It is submitted that omission by HBFI to take account of economic and social development of the State,
and Government housing policy (articulated most recently in the PFG), means that HBFI could be in
breach of its statutory remit.
We therefore renew our call that you would direct HBFI to lend to residential OMCs.
Kind regards,
Yours sincerely,
[*Sent by email and accordingly bears no signature]
Bryan Maher
Director

Cc by email:

Darragh O’Brien TD, Minister for Housing, Local Government and Heritage
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Representing the owners of apartments and houses in managed estates

BY EMAIL:
minister@finance.gov.ie
Paschal Donohoe, TD
Minister for Finance, and Public Expenditure and Reform
Department of Finance
Government Buildings
Upper Merrion Street
Dublin 2
D02 R583
22 May 2020
Dear Minister Donohoe,
Re:

Section 23 HBFI Act & Residential Owners’ Management Companies

The Apartment Owners’ Network respectfully calls on you to exercise your powers under section 23
of the Home Building Finance Ireland (“HBFI”) Act 2018, to direct HBFI to issue sustainable loans to
owners’ management companies (“OMCs”) of multi-unit developments.
In this regard:






We note our meeting of 13 June 2018, and subsequent submissions and correspondence to your
Department, and to Government, in relation to sustainable lending to OMCs for the purposes of
emergency working capital needs, and long-term/non-recurring capital works.
The not-for-profit apartment management sector, like so many other contributors to our
economy, faces considerable financial challenges from the present public health emergency.
We note that on 11 May 2020 HBFI announced the expansion of its lending products, and that it
is for the first time seeking to back the construction of major apartment developments.
HBFI must take account of social, economic development, and housing policy considerations;
explored in detail in our earlier correspondence. This means it may issue low-cost loans to OMCs.
As outlined in earlier correspondence, State Aid limitations do not arise, and with greater reason
in the present health emergency.

We would welcome the opportunity to engage further on the above. In the meantime may we wish
you and your colleagues well with the challenges of the current period.
Kind regards,
Yours sincerely,
[*Sent by email and accordingly bears no signature]
Bryan Maher
Director
Cc by email:

Eoghan Murphy TD, Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Government
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Representing the owners of apartments and houses in managed estates
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1.0

Introduction

1.1

Our Proposals

In the interests of brevity, we refer to our submissions in relation to Budget 2018 and 2019.
These are available on our website athttps://apartmentownersnetwork.files.wordpress.com/2017/07/aon-budget-2018-submission-10-07-2017.pdf
https://apartmentownersnetwork.files.wordpress.com/2018/08/aon-dof-pbs09082018.pdf
The present submission builds on those of the prior years.

1.2

Context

National policies1 to address climate change, reduce urban sprawl, and encourage
sustainable living all identify high-density residential communities and compact growth as
key to progress.
However, a number of recent reports emanating from the State have identified grave
financial challenges facing high-density residential properties, in particular owners’
management companies (“OMCs”) of apartment/multi-unit developments.
The June 2019 report jointly commissioned by the Housing Agency and Clúid Housing
entitled “Owners’ Management Companies – Sustainable apartment living for Ireland”2 is
the latest such report. It highlights the shortcomings, mainly governance and financial, in
the apartment sector.
The December 2017 All-Party Oireachtas Joint Committee on Housing, Planning and
Local Government report entitled “Safe as Houses? A Report on Building Standards,
Building Controls & Consumer Protection”3 draws attention to the life safety defects in
estates throughout the country. It proposes measures to deal with legacy issues, restore
confidence in the construction sector, and increase consumer protections.
There is clear evidence and advocacy from organs of the State about problems in a part
of Ireland’s housing stock that is fundamental to our country’s future, in terms of
sustainable growth and economic success.
The purpose of the fiscal and other measures put forward in this submission is to help to
address the problems identified. We submit that it reflects a joined-up, holistic approach
to policy in the areas of housing and economic development.

1

Project Ireland 2040 - National Planning Framework http://npf.ie/
Climate Action Plan 2019 https://www.dccae.gov.ie/en-ie/climate-action/topics/climate-action-plan/Pages/climateaction.aspx
2
https://www.housingagency.ie/publications/owners-management-companies-sustainable-apartment-living-ireland
3
https://www.oireachtas.ie/en/press-centre/press-releases/20180124-housing-committee-report-calls-for-increasedbuilding-regulations-building-control-and-consumer-protection/
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2.0

Details of Submission

These proposals are intended to support the sustainability of apartment dwellings as a
rapidly expanding proportion of our country’s national housing stock.
The measures proposed reflect our lived experience of issues arising in the management
of apartments and multi-unit developments.
1. Using his powers under Home Building Finance Ireland Act 2018, the Minister
for Finance shoulda. Direct HBFI to lend to Owners’ Management Companies (“OMCs”)
b. Direct HBFI to advance funds on terms sustainable for OMCs, in keeping
with HBFI’s social and economic development mandate
Section 23 of the HBFI Act 2018 states“(1) The Minister may give a direction to HBFI to do or not to do anything specified
in the direction.
(2) A direction under subsection (1) shall–
(a) be in writing, and
(b) be consistent with the functions of HBFI (including the obligations
imposed on HBFI under section 7 (2)).”
It is therefore open to the Minister for Finance to direct HBFI to undertake lending to
OMCs, in line with HBFI’s social, economic and competitiveness development remit
(“HBFI shall”). In other words, the Minister has discretion to instruct HBFI to provide
low-cost loans to OMCs.
As noted in our memo to HBFI of 26 March 2019 (in Appendix I) The commerciality of HBFI lending is qualified by a number of social and economic
development policy considerations, as explored in Section 2 of our memo.
 State Aid considerations should not arise, as explored in Section 3 of the memo.
 There may be projects other than remediation works, for example advance funding
of routine capital works, proposed by OMCs for funding.
HBFI’s is funded by the Ireland Strategic Investment Fund (“ISIF”). ISIF has a
mandate to support economic activity and employment, in addition to delivering
commercial returns. ISIF is required to seek to generate a return over the long term
in excess of the cost of Irish Government debt.4
We further note that ISIF’s revised investment strategy is guided by the objectives of
Project Ireland 2040. Future investments must be targeted to priority themes of key
importance to the Irish economy, including housing, indigenous businesses, and
climate change.
We therefore propose that the loans issued by HBFI sit comfortably within ISIF’s
investment strategy. Cost of funds should be a small margin over Irish Government
debt costs.

4

https://isif.ie/about-us

4

2. Allow OMCs to access the ISIF, or other similar funds to borrow for Building
Investment (Sinking) Funds
Without prejudice to our proposals in relation to HBFI, the Network submits that it is in
the interests of public policy that OMCs should be allowed access to low cost loan
finance.
We submit that loans should be made available to OMCs by the organisations
providing finance to Approved Housing Bodies. These lenders would include the ISIF,
the Housing Finance Agency, and the Social Finance Foundation. Drawing on
comments in 2.1 in relation to ISIF, the costs of funds should reflect the social and
economic importance of OMCs in the context of high-density communities.
3. Implementation of the following measures in our submission of 6 April 2017 to
the tax Policy Division Public Consultation concerning the Tax and Fiscal
Treatment of Residential Landlords (included as Appendix I to our 2019 PreBudget Submission).
These measures are(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Tax deduction for management fees only where tenancy registered with PRTB
Tax deduction for landlords for management fees on paid basis only
Exemption from Corporation Tax for OMCs in respect of incidental income
Exemption from Income Tax for fees and expenses paid to OMC directors
VAT recovery on sinking fund capital expenditure incurred by OMCs
Temporary exemption from Income Tax for "accidental" landlords
Increase Revenue powers to inspect OMC records

Further details on each proposal are set out in Section 2 of our submission of 6 April
2017.
4. Introduce Income Tax credit for the element of OMC service charge or cash
calls attributable to Sinking Fund contribution and works
This will support the remediation of defects where the developer is no longer in
business and the OMC has no other recourse to recover remediation costs. It should
incentivise OMC members to pay service charges/cash calls for building investment
(sinking) fund works.
5. Introduce Income Tax credit for element of OMC service charge attributable to
waste recycling costs
As #4, with an attendant environmental/green benefit.
6. Allow VAT incurred on Building Investment (Sinking) Fund expenditure as a
credit against tax liabilities suffered by OMC
OMCs, being not-for-profit, rarely have income that can be subject to tax. However,
to the extent that an OMC has a tax liability, credit should be allowed against that tax
5

for VAT suffered by the OMC on capital investment. There is overlap here with the
HRI scheme.
Credit should be available against DIRT/Corporation Tax on sinking fund interest,
Employer’s PRSI, tax on incidental rental profits, etc.
The objective of this proposal is to encourage building investment/sinking fund
provision and necessary works.
7. Allow Credit Unions to lend to OMCs
This matter should be revisited at the next review of the Investment Framework for
Credit Unions.
8. Introduce
State-sponsored/underwritten
incentivise/encourage prudent saving by OMCs

financial

products

to

A State-supported collective investment fund for OMCs should be established. It
should have the guarantees that attached to the SSIA or Savings Bond investment
products. It should be administered by the PSRA, in conjunction with the NTMA.
Such products would allow those well-funded OMCs around the country to invest their
sinking fund monies in a safe environment. The maturity of the products should match
the timing of required draws on sinking funds.
9. Link estate Taking in Charge to developers’ tax filing/compliance/VAT refunds
Tax Clearance and VAT recovery on construction costs should be denied to a
developer where the developer fails to arrange estate Taking-In-Charge to the
satisfaction of the requirements of the Local Authority and the estate OMC.
This is targeted at incentivising developers to bring estates up to standards required
by Local Authorities, and to ensure such works are undertaken in a timely manner.
10. Link MUD commercial unit owners tax filing/compliance/VAT refunds to
payment of service charges
Tax Clearance and VAT recovery should be denied to an owner of a commercial
premises in a multi-unit development unless the owner is certified as being in good
standing with the OMC as regards service charges.
11. The State to establish a fund via NAMA to identify and repair construction
defects discovered in MUDs
Serious cases of latent construction defects in multi-unit developments have been
widely reported in recent years. A significant number of new cases have come to public
attention in the period since our 2019 budget submission.
One of the purposes of the National Asset Management Agency Act 2009 is “to
contribute to the social and economic development of the State” (section 2(b)(viii)).

6

The State, via NAMA, is due to make an economic profit on the purchase and disposal
of developer loans. Given the provenance of this profit, i.e. the property developer
sector, it should be directed towards the costs of identifying and rectifying construction
defects in multi-unit developments.
It is submitted that a significant social dividend would arise to the State from the
adoption of this policy. A substantial and rapidly growing portion of the national
housing stock will be brought up to a standard that is fit for purpose. It would also
serve to mitigate controversy attaching to the apartment/MUD sector as further
construction problems come to light.
12. Provide grant assistance to OMCs for energy efficient expenditure through
Building Investment (Sinking) Funds
OMCs, as typically not having a tax liability, cannot claim the benefit of accelerated
capital allowances on expenditure on energy efficient equipment, under the provisions
of Schedule 4A TCA.
As a green energy incentive, the State should provide grants for OMC capex on
energy-efficient lighting, solar power to plant in common areas, micro-wind turbines,
etc.
On a related point, we submit that as an overarching theme, policies in the MUD sector
should to the extent possible be aligned with other public policies around
competitiveness, sustainability, etc. This should apply in building/construction
regulation, waste management, transport, energy and other relevant policy areas.
13. Provide VAT rebates/PRSI credits on renewable electricity costs
An OMC should be entitled to VAT rebates on its electricity costs where the electricity
provider to common areas sources power from renewable sources.
14. Review of the Multi-Unit Developments Act 2011
Following on from the Housing Agency/Clúid Housing commissioned report, and while
not strictly a matter for the Department of Finance, the Network submits that the
Department of Housing, Planning and Local Government, with the Department of
Justice and Equality, should undertake a comprehensive review of the effectiveness
of the MUD Act. This review should include all interested parties.
There is a template for this process, in the form of the Law Reform Commission
Consultation leading up to the formulation of the MUD Act, and the Property Services
(Regulation) Act 2011.
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15. Addition of OMC service charge debt to the Central Credit Register
Under the Credit Reporting Act 2013, the Central Bank of Ireland created the Central
Credit Register (“the Register”). This provides a full record of individuals’ loans and
loan applications. Lenders, banks, credit card providers, etc. must send data to the
Register. Credit reports will be generated from 2018.
The Network submits that it is in the interests of public policy for the proper funding of
OMCs that owners’ service charge debts outstanding be included in the Register.
As noted earlier in this submission, there is precedent for the exceptional treatment in
law of service charge debt. The mutual nature of service charge debt was recognised
by Section 2(1) of the Personal Insolvency Act 2012. Services charges are an
“excludable” debt under this legislation. This means that they may be included in a
PIA only with the consent of the creditor, in this case the OMC. Our proposal in relation
to the Credit Register is consistent with this exceptional treatment.
16. Consideration should be given to the removal of the audit exemption in the case
of certain OMCs5
The Companies Act 2014 provides an audit exemption for Companies Limited by
Guarantee (“CLGs”). OMCs are typically established as CLGs.
The exemption was introduced in order to reduce the financial and administrative
burden on small companies.
Any one member of the CLG may object to the exemption, meaning that an audit is
required- section 1218(1) Companies Act 2014 refers.
The Network submits that an audit of OMC financial statements and records supports
the good financial health of OMCs and the MUD sector generally.
Value of audit report
An auditor is charged with providing an independent report to the OMC members.
The report contains an opinion as to whether the financial statements


give a true and fair view of the assets, liabilities and financial position of the
company as at period end, and of its excess income/deficit for the year end; and
have been properly prepared by the directors in accordance with the relevant
reporting framework and, in particular, with the requirements of the Companies Act
2014.

The matters on which an auditor is required to report by the Companies Act 2014 are

They have obtained all the information and explanations which they consider
necessary for the purposes of the audit.

Considered in Chapter 2.3.5 of Service Charge Collection In Multi-Unit Developments, Adele McKeown, MSc in Real
Estate, DIT, 10 October 2016
https://apartmentownersnetwork.files.wordpress.com/2017/06/a-mckeown-service-charge-collection-muds-full-thesis.pdf
5
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In their opinion the accounting records of the company were sufficient to permit the
financial statements to be readily and properly audited.
The financial statements are in agreement with the accounting records.
In their opinion the information given in the directors’ report is consistent with the
financial statements.

Under the Companies Act 2014 auditors are required to report “by exception” on
certain other matters. This could include whether in their opinion the disclosures of
directors’ remuneration and transactions specified by sections 305 to 312 of the Act
are not made.
Absence of audit
As mentioned, the absence of an external audit is considered to lead to less
accountability and transparency in the running of the OMC. This is particularly so in
the case of OMCs(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

where the developer is still in control
with large annual budgets (e.g. in excess of €100,000 per annum)
with significant service charge debtors
without sinking fund provision

In the absence of an independent audit poor financial provision, potential conflicts of
interest, and the opportunity for fraud can arise.
The Network submits that consideration should be given to the removal of the audit
exemption in the case of certain OMCs, by reference to some or all of the criteria listed
at (a) to (d) above.
We note that the foregoing is broadly in keeping with the recommendations of the
Housing Agency/Clúid Housing commissioned report.
2.1

Submission Costings

As a volunteer-led organisation the Network does not have the resources to undertake
costings of the proposals in this submission. However, the costs of not addressing the
issues in the multi-unit/apartment sector, will be felt in the failure to make progress on the
national policies identified in Section 1. We would be glad to engage with the Department
in this regard.
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3.0

Conclusion

The Network wishes to thank the Department for the opportunity to make its submission.
We trust that the views expressed will be given due consideration in the Department’s
deliberations in framing Finance Act 2019.
We submit that the non-tax measures should be raised by the Department of Finance with
the relevant/responsible Government departments, in particular with the Department of
Housing, Planning and Local Government.
We would be glad to expand on our proposals at a meeting or in another appropriate
forum.
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Appendix I – AON Memo to HBFI of 26 March 2019

Representing the owners of apartments and houses in managed estates

Memo
To:
From:
Date:

Home Building Finance Ireland
Apartment Owners’ Network CLG
26 March 2019

Subject:

HBFI & lending to OMCs

The purpose of this memorandum is to address potential concerns around lending by
HBFI to an Owners’ Management Company (“OMC”) of a Multi-Unit Development
(“MUD”).
Executive Summary
This note concludes that






It is not ultra vires for HBFI to lend to an OMC.
HBFI must operate commercially, however, this function is qualified explicitly, and
must be exercised by reference too Social and economic development aims
o Government Housing policy
Lending to OMCs sits comfortably within the functions of HBFI.
EU State Aid rules are not a barrier, and explicitly allow for this type of lending.
The Minister for Finance may direct HBFI to lend to OMCs.

Detailed Analysis
1. What is an OMC and what property does it own?
The term “OMC” is defined in Section 1(1) of the Multi-Unit Developments Act 20111
(“MUD Act”)““owners’ management company” means, subject to subsection (3), a company
established for the purposes of becoming the owner of the common areas of a
multi-unit development and the management, maintenance and repair of such
areas and which is a company registered under the Companies Acts;”
The term “common areas” is defined in Section 1(1). This definition is lengthy and
is included at Appendix I.
In essence, the OMC is the owner of the common areas of the MUD.2

1

http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2011/act/2/enacted/en/html
The MUD Act deals with the mechanism and timing of the transfer of the common areas from the developer to the
OMC. Consideration of this matter is outside the scope of this note.
2

2. HBFI Act 2018
a. Has HBFI the power to lend to an OMC?
Yes. The functions of HBFI are in Section 7 of the HBFI Act 20183.
Subsection 1 of section 7 states“HBFI may lend money for the purpose of funding residential
development in the State, provided that such lending shall be on
commercial terms.”
“Residential development” is defined in Section 2““residential development” means a development solely or primarily
for residential purposes"
Subsection 2 provides that “development” takes its meaning from the Planning
and Development Act 20004“"development" has the same meaning as it has in the Planning and
Development Act 2000;”
"Development" in Section 3(1) of the Planning and Development Act 2000 is very
widely defined"In this Act, “development” means, except where the context otherwise
requires, the carrying out of any works on, in, over or under land or the
making of any material change in the use of any structures or other
land."
It is worth noting that “material change” is usually a matter requiring planning
permission. Much of the remedial works to MUDs are carried out explicitly in
order to comply with planning conditionality, and building regulations.
In this way it may be seen that the HBFI Act permits HBFI to lend for works to
common areas owned by OMCs.
HBFI’s power in this regard was confirmed by the Minister for Finance in a Dáil
Written Answer to Parliamentary Question 140 on 4 December 20185.
“HBFI will be in a position to consider applications from apartment
owners and management companies for such funding at that time.”
The full Written Question and Answer are reproduced in Appendix II.
b. HBFI has a social/economic remit
Under Section 7(2) of the HBFI Act, HBFI has a social and economic remit“(2) In lending money under subsection (1), HBFI shall…
(b) aim to —
3

http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2018/act/28/enacted/en/html
http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2000/act/30/enacted/en/html
5
https://www.oireachtas.ie/en/debates/question/2018-12-04/140/#pq_140
4
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(i) contribute to the economic and social development of
the State, and
(ii) enhance the competitiveness of the economy of the
State.
It is noted that in statutory interpretation, a “shall” provision typically requires
that there ought to be clear reasons for a departure from the
instruction/mandate of the legislation.
In this context, the provision of loans to OMCs will contribute to the social and
economic development of the State, and enhance its competitiveness by way
of, inter alia,(I)
(II)
(III)
(IV)

(V)
(VI)
(VII)

Allowing upkeep and maintenance of existing MUD housing stock.
Forward funding OMCs that are in the early stages of accumulating
sinking funds.
Providing a secure, stable, and currently unavailable source of funds for
OMCs needing to finance remediation works.
Flowing from (III), fire and other life safety threats in OMCs will be
mitigated or eliminated. (It should be noted that following the
identification of a life safety issue, an OMC is under a contractual
obligation to disclose to its insurers, and possibly a statutory duty to
disclose to the fire authorities. The implications run from increased
insurance premiums, to the potential for evacuation of the MUD.)
As noted, ensuring compliance with planning conditions, and building
and fire regulations.
The corollary of (I) to (V) is that dereliction and potential ghettoisation
of MUDs will be avoided, or at least mitigated.
The reputational damage suffered by the apartment/MUD sector will be
mitigated, thus supporting Government policies around increasing
residential densities, see below.

c. HBFI shall have regard to Government Housing policy
Section 7(3) of the legislation states“In complying with its obligation under subsection (2)(b)(i), HBFI shall
have regard to the policy of the Government relating to housing.”
The comments at (a) above in relation to the “shall” provision are reiterated
in this context, i.e. Government Housing policy is to be taken into account in
exercising HBFI’s lending function unless there are clear reasons for a
departure.
Housing policy was most recently articulated in Rebuilding Ireland6, and Project
Ireland 2040 The National Planning Framework7.
The website of the Department of Housing, Planning and Local Government
(“DHPLG”)8 also articulates Housing policy.

6

http://rebuildingireland.ie/
https://www.gov.ie/en/campaigns/09022006-project-ireland-2040/
8
https://www.housing.gov.ie/housing/housing-policy
7
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Rebuilding Ireland
Loans by HBFI support directly the following pillars of Rebuilding Ireland9


Pillar 4 – Improve the Rental Sector
Pillar 5 - Utilise Existing Housing

Project Ireland 204010
Loans by HBFI support policies articulated in


Chapter 4 - Making Stronger Urban Places
Chapter 6 - People, Homes and Communities

Selected examples of Project Ireland 2040 policies include11

National Policy Objective 4Ensure the creation of attractive, liveable, well designed, high quality
urban places that are home to diverse and integrated communities that
enjoy a high quality of life and well-being.



National Policy Objective 34Support the provision of lifetime adaptable homes that can accommodate
the changing needs of a household over time.



National Policy Objective 35Increase residential density in settlements, through a range of measures
including reductions in vacancy, re-use of existing buildings, infill
development schemes, area or site-based regeneration and increased
building heights.

DHPLG website
“Our Vision
Every household should have access to secure, good quality housing suited to
their needs at an affordable price in a sustainable community, that is the
Government’s vision for the people of Ireland.”
MUDs and Government Housing policy
MUDS, to which successful OMCs are vital, are fundamental to the delivery and
management of an increasing component of the national housing stock. The
creation and sound management of that stock is in line with Government
policies in relation to increased densities, sustainability, avoidance of
dereliction, re-use of existing stock, etc.
HBFI must have regard to these policies in exercising its functions. Lending to
OMCs accords with Housing policy, and supports HBFI in meeting its social and
economic obligations, as articulated in detail at (b) above.

9

There may be other benefits for other Pillars; it is beyond the scope of this note to provide a detailed analysis of
Rebuilding Ireland.
10
http://npf.ie/wp-content/uploads/Project-Ireland-2040-NPF.pdf
11
There may be other benefits for other Policies; it is beyond the scope of this note to provide a detailed analysis of
Project Ireland 2040.
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d. HBFI and commercial terms/risk/security
Section 7(2) of the HBFI Act states“In lending money under subsection (1), HBFI shall—
(a) take into account all of the risk factors relevant to such
lending, both in respect of the residential development
concerned and the business of HBFI,…”
In this regard(I)
(II)
(III)

(IV)

(V)

(VI)
(VII)

(VIII)

OMCs are effectively perpetual in nature; they are not intended to
be liquidated or dissolved.
A lender may take security over cash deposits, and present and
future book debts of the OMC.
Under Section 28 of the State Property Act 195412, where a body
corporate (including an OMC) is dissolved, the assets, in the case of
an OMC the common areas and book debts, vest in HBFI’s
shareholder, the Minister for Finance. In effect, HBFI’s shareholder
has ultimate recourse to the OMC’s debtors, its members, under the
covenants of the Head Lease between the OMC, developer and
members (owners/debtors).
It is in the mutual interests of all of the members of the OMC, i.e.
the unit owners, that the OMC succeed. The success of the OMC is
essential to the preservation and realisation of property values.
Ultimately, OMC members will not permit the OMC to fail.
The MUD Act governs OMCs, as fundamental to the successful
operation of MUDs. MUDs underpin the delivery and management of
a growing proportion of the national housing stock. The MUD Act has
specific provisions for the reinstatement by the CRO of a delinquent
OMC.13 Unlike in the case of a trading company, in order to reinstate
an OMC it is not necessary to make a costly application to the High
Court.
An OMC will be expected to provide a minimum of 20% equity for a
project.14
The mutual and unique nature of OMC service charge debt is
recognised in law by section 2(1) of the Personal Insolvency Act
201215. Under that Act, services charges are an “excludable” debt,
meaning that they may be covered by a Personal Insolvency
Agreement only with the consent of the creditor, in this case the
OMC.
In contrast to the premium on lending to for-profit residential
development projects, the cost of funds for lending to OMCs should
be reduced/mitigated for the absence of the followings risks and
costs associated with OMC worksa. Planning/development risks
b. Site costs
c. Local authority levies
d. Sales and marketing costs
e. Developer risk/profit margin

12

http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/1954/act/25/enacted/en/print.html
Section 30- http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2011/act/2/enacted/en/print#sec30
14
https://www.hbfi.ie/faq - Frequently Asked Question #10
15
Section 2(1)(f) PIA, “excludable debt” includes a “debt due by the debtor to any owners’ management company in
respect of annual service charges under section 18 of the Multi-Unit Developments Act 2011 or contributions due
under section 19 of that Act”
13
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Commercial lending, but qualified
HBFI must lend on commercially terms, however the exercise of this function is
qualified explicitly, by requirements to take into accounto Social and economic development aims
o Government Housing policy
As illustrated, lending to OMCs squarely meets these criteria.
Cost of funds
The HBFI website states16“What will be the cost of funding charged by HBFI?
The lending rate will depend on the risk profile of each project, the
quality of collateral, the creditworthiness of the borrower and the
track record of the borrower in delivery of residential development
projects. HBFI will lend on commercial, market-equivalent terms and
conditions.”
A further webpage states17–
“Indicative margins of 5%-8% over Euribor; individual loan rates linked
to level of risk”
In this regard, it would be expected that a credit application from an OMC
would include at a minimum the following








Signed financial statements (ideally audited) for the three most recent
years
Three years’ certified bank statements
Three years’ board and AGM minutes
Directors’ details
Most recent CRO Annual Return
Cashflow projections for the term of the loan
Debtor management policy
Copies of significant contracts/documents, includingo Company Constitution
o Head Lease
o Register of Members
o Deed of Transfer of Common Areas/Title Deed
o Insurance policy
o Management Agent contract (if applicable)
o Tax clearance certificate

3. Lending to OMCs - not a State Aid, is allowed by EU rules
There are five tests in EU Law, all of which must be met in order for State Aid to
be present.18 Put another way, if only one test is not met, then the matter is not
a State Aid. This is considered below.
16

https://www.hbfi.ie/faq - Frequently Asked Question #9
https://www.hbfi.ie/latest/home-building-finance-ireland-opens-for-business-with-an-initial-750m-to-fund-homebuilding-and-site-acquisition
18
What is State Aid? Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovationhttps://dbei.gov.ie/en/What-We-Do/EU-Internal-Market/EU-State-Aid-Rules/What-is-State-Aid-/
17
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Moreover, EU Law (Article 107(2)) specifically allows for State Aid in certain
defined circumstances of social or economic need19“The following shall be compatible with the internal market:
(a) aid having a social character, granted to individual consumers,
provided that such aid is granted without discrimination related to the
origin of the products concerned;
(b) aid to make good the damage caused by natural disasters or
exceptional occurrences;”
Lending to OMCs complies with these criteria.
Assessment of HBFI lending to OMCs as against State Aid tests
Article 107(1) of the Treaty establishing the European Community20 sets out the
five criteria, as noted, all of which must be met for a State aid to be present1. If it strengthens the position of the beneficiary relative to other competitors
or potential competitors then this criteria is likely to be met. The potential
to distort competition does not have to be substantial or significant, and
this criterion may apply to small amounts of aid and firms with little market
share. Most interventions have the potential to distort competition.
Response – not met
 Underfunded OMCs, not residential developers, are the potential
beneficiaries of HBFI lending.
 OMCs do not have competitors, or potential competitors.
 It appears that because of the misunderstood nature of the lending,
there is currently no market in lending to OMCs.
 There is no market that would be distorted by HBFI lending to OMCs.
 Lending must be market equivalent and available to all market
participants, i.e. to all OMCs.
2.

Granted by the state or through state resources? As well as government
departments, this includes bodies that use resources that belong to the
state, or are controlled by the state. State resources can include grants,
interest and tax relief, guarantees, government holdings of all or part of a
company, or the provision of goods and services on preferential terms, etc.
The advantage granted must have a budgetary consequence for the
government, i.e. the State must give something from its own resources, or
fail to receive something from what is owed.
Response - met

3. Confer an advantage to an undertaking? A benefit, whether direct or
indirect, to an undertaking, granted for free or on favourable (noncommercial) terms, could be State aid. An undertaking is an entity that is
involved in economic activity, irrespective of its legal form or how it is
financed or whether it has a for profit orientation or not.
Response – not met
19
20

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:12008E107&from=EN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:12008E107&from=EN
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Commercial lenders are not providing credit to OMCs.
Lending will not be interest-free.

4. Selective, favouring certain undertakings? Aid that targets particular
businesses, locations, types of firm, e.g. SMEs or sectors, is considered
selective. A general measure affecting the whole of the state's economy,
e.g. nation-wide fiscal measures is not considered a State aid.
Response – not met
 OMCs are not “undertakings”. They are not-for-profit, mutual entities.
5. Activity tradeable between member states? The Commission's
interpretation of this is broad - it is sufficient that a product or service is
subject to trade between member states, even if the aid beneficiary itself
does not export to the EU. Consequently most activities are viewed as
tradeable.
Response – not met
 Non-Irish lenders are not currently providing credit finance to OMCs.
Conclusion on State Aid
It may be seen that four of the five tests are not met, and there is not State
Aid.
4. Power of Minister for Finance under Section 23 to direct HBFI
Section 23 of the HBFI Act states“(1)The Minister may give a direction to HBFI to do or not to do anything
specified in the direction.
(2) A direction under subsection (1) shall—
(a) be in writing, and
(b) be consistent with the functions of HBFI (including the
obligations imposed on HBFI under section 7 (2)).”
It is therefore open to the Minister for Finance to direct HBFI to undertake lending
to OMCs, in line with HBFI’s social, economic and competitiveness development
remit (“HBFI shall”).
5. HBFI Regulatory Impact Analysis / Explanatory Memorandum
By way of background, in Appendix III are


Initial Regulatory Impact Analysis of HBFI proposal
Explanatory Memorandum to HBFI Bill

6. Communications with HBFI
This communication is made in relation to OMCs and the MUD sector generally. We
therefore note that it falls within the Section 25(3)(b) HBFI Act exception to the
Section 25(1) offence of communication with HBFI.
8

For completeness, Section 25(3)(b) states“(3) A person does not contravene subsection (1) if…
(b) the communication concerned is made without an intention to
benefit, or confer an advantage on, any specific person,”
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Appendix I
Definition of “common areas” from Section (1)(1) of the MUD Act““common areas” means all those parts of a multi-unit development
designated, or which it is intended to designate, as common areas and
including where relevant all structural parts of a building and shall include in
particular—
(a) the external walls, foundations and roofs and internal load bearing
walls;
(b) the entrance halls, landings, lifts, lift shafts, staircases and
passages;
(c) the access roads, footpaths, kerbs, paved, planted and landscaped
areas, and boundary walls;
(d) architectural and water features;
(e) such other areas which are from time to time provided for common
use and enjoyment by the owners of the units, their servants, agents,
tenants and licensees;
(f) all ducts and conduits, other than such ducts and conduits within
and serving only one unit in the development;
(g) cisterns, tanks, sewers, drains, pipes, wires, central heating boilers,
other than such items within and serving only one unit in the
development;”
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Appendix II
Dáil Éireann Question 140, 4 December 2018
Deputy Joe Carey asked the Minister for Finance the status of the operation of the
house building finance Ireland scheme; the way in which it is planned that apartment
owners or management companies can apply for loans to enable them to undertake
works to address latent defects in buildings; and if he will make a statement on the
matter. [50195/18]
Written answers (Question to Finance)
Home Building Finance Ireland (HBFI) is being established as one of a number of
measures to address the housing crisis. It will provide a source of funding for small to
medium sized residential developments on a commercial basis. The Home Building
Finance Ireland Act passed remaining stages in the Oireachtas two weeks ago and was
enacted in the past few days. Much progress has been made in preparing HBFI for
launch and it is expected that HBFI will commence receiving funding applications
towards the end of January 2019. HBFI will be in a position to consider applications
from apartment owners and management companies for such funding at that time.
It is important to emphasise that in order for HBFI’s activities to comply with State aid
rules it must operate on a commercial basis. This means, for example, that HBFI will
not be in a position to offer cheap or subsidised credit. Any funding provided by HBFI
will be backed by appropriate security and normal banking terms and conditions will
apply.
It is important to recognise that the funding of remediation works are complex and
high risk projects and pose significant issues for lenders in relation to access to
appropriate security etc. While HBFI will be open to considering all residential
development construction related activity, it is the responsibility of all applicants to
ensure that their applications for funding are commercially viable and allow HBFI to
remain compliant with State aid rules.
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Appendix III – Background documentation – RIA & EM
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Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA)
in relation to the Home Building Finance Ireland Bill 2018

Section 1: Summary of RIA

Summary of Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA)
Department/ Office:
Department of Finance

Title of Legislation:
Home Building Finance Ireland Bill 2018

Stage: General Scheme

Date: 12 June 2018

Related Publications:
Home Building Finance Ireland Bill 2018
Available to view or download at:
https://www.finance.gov.ie
Contact for enquiries: Eoin Murphy

Telephone: +353 76 100 7733

The following policy options have been considered in relation to the Home Building
Finance Ireland Bill, hereafter referred to as the HBFI Bill:
1.
2.
3.
4.

No intervention
Creating a SPV as part of NAMA to lend to non-NAMA debtors
Repurposing NAMA as a development agency
Formation of a new entity to provide credit for residential development

Preferred option:
Option 4 – the formation of a new entity to provide credit for residential development
– is being pursued by the Department for Finance through the Home Building Finance
Ireland Bill 2018.

Section 2: Statement of policy problem and objective
Government Objective
The mission of the Government is:
To increase the supply of credit to developers willing to build viable residential development
projects in order to address the current shortfall in the supply of housing.
The proposed approach is through legislation as follows:

Proposed Legislation
The proposed draft legislation establishes a fund entitled the Home Building Finance Ireland and sets
out the functions and operations of the entity. These functions include granting NAMA and the NTMA
the necessary powers to provide staff and services to HBFI on a cost recoverable basis, granting
specific powers to HBFI to carry on the business of residential development finance, enabling the
funding of HBFI by ISIF, and establishing the parameters under which HBFI may borrow in the future.
Policy context
At present, there is a serious deficit in the supply of housing in Ireland: the annual shortfall is estimated
to be 15,000-20,000 units per annum. Amongst the measures required to address the shortfall is an
increase in the availability of finance for residential development. There is widespread agreement
across a variety of market participants and many active developers in this space that the relative
scarcity of development funding and the barriers to obtaining it are major contributory factors to the
shortfall in residential supply.
The level of residential property development that is required to meet demand - an increase from
current levels of completions of less than 10,000-15,000 units per annum in 2016-17 to 30-35,000
units per annum - necessitates a substantial expansion of lending to finance the required construction.
However, there is evidence to suggest that there is insufficient capacity across existing providers to
satisfy such an increase in demand for credit.
It has been estimated that funding for residential development in 2016 may have been, at most,
€1.2bn with c.75% of this provided by the banks and the remainder by alternative lenders. The ESRI
have estimated that the required annual investment in residential property to meet forecast demand
would range from €6bn in 2016 to over €9bn per annum in 2024.
While appetite for residential development funding is increasing both by the main banks and
alternative funding providers there appears to be evidence of emerging supply constraints and there
is a concern that further supply constraints in debt financing could quickly emerge if house building
levels rapidly increase to the economy’s required levels. There is also evidence to suggest that there
is a focus by existing lenders on areas in key urban locations and the supply of debt funding is
particularly constrained outside such locations. Consequently there is a strong case for a policy
intervention to address this shortfall in supply while it exists.

Section 3: Identification and description of options
The policy options considered and the decisions taken on each option are set out below:
1. No intervention
The ‘no intervention’ option is primarily being included for benchmarking purpose. Therefore it will
not be examined in great detail as part of this RIA because it is not envisaged that this option will be
pursued in practice. To take no action would mean accepting the current insufficient supply of credit
available for residential development and maintain the risk that the private sector does not respond
to market demand in the coming years. As illustrated in section 2, it is believed that this shortfall in
funding for viable residential development would continue to act as a considerable impediment to
deliver the required supply of housing in the near term.
2. Creating a SPV as part of NAMA to lend to non-NAMA debtors

NAMA is currently providing residential development funding to its debtors on commercially viable
sites but cannot lend to non-NAMA debtors with similar projects. A separate Special Purpose Vehicle
(SPV) operating as a NAMA Group entity would operate as a fund to lend to borrowers currently
outside of NAMA. The fund would be administered as a separate SPV created by NAMA and would be
segregated from NAMA’s current programme of residential funding to NAMA debtors and receivers.
The SPV would fund the development of projects which are currently stalled through lack of funding
and which would otherwise not be developed for a number of years.
NAMA is a wind down vehicle which is repaying its debt and maximising the value of its remaining
assets. The creation of a SPV as a NAMA Group entity would require the continued operation of
NAMA beyond its envisaged 2020/2021 horizon and constitute a significant expansion of NAMA’s
original purpose. As NAMA cannot currently advance funding to non-NAMA debtors, it would be
necessary to amend the NAMA Act. NAMA was established with a very specific legal mandate, and
included explicit State aid which was approved by the European Commission for this purpose.
Therefore any expansion of NAMA’s original purpose to provide debt funding to Developers outside
of NAMA would have significant State aid implications that could jeopardise NAMA’s existing work,
as well prohibit NAMA’s direct involvement in development.
It has been made clear by DG Competition that any expansion of NAMA’s remit would have
implications for its existing State Aid approval. Furthermore, EUROSTAT’s treatment of NAMA
outside of government for the calculation of general government debt could also be potentially
impacted as this treatment was predicated on NAMA being established for a temporary duration in
response to the financial crisis and for the sole purpose of managing loan books acquired from
financial institutions. Any extension of NAMA’s mandate clearly risks a revision of this treatment.

3. Repurposing NAMA as a development agency
Under this option NAMA would be become a developer with the powers to build housing units on
publically owned sites on behalf of the State. Repurposing NAMA as a development agency would
involve expanding NAMA’s existing mandate to allow for the agency to directly develop residential
projects.
The repurposing of NAMA into a development agency would require the continued operation of
NAMA beyond its envisaged 2020/2021 horizon. Similar to option 2, repurposing NAMA as a
development agency would require an amendment to the NAMA act to expand its existing mandate.
This again would present significant State aid implications that could jeopardise NAMA’s existing
work, as well prohibit NAMA’s direct involvement in development.
To expand NAMA’s remit to that of a development agency, a considerable amount of additional
resources and staff with development expertise would have to be procured in order for NAMA to
take a direct role in the development of residential projects. NAMA’s existing experience and
expertise in the residential sector involves providing finance to develop viable land owned by its
debtors or controlled by its receivers rather than delivering projects directly. The expansion of
NAMA’s mandate into direct residential development would require NAMA to engage in operations
outside of its existing skillset.
Finally, repurposing NAMA as a development agency would only allow for an increase of in the
supply of residential units from publically owned land. This option would have no impact on

increasing the credit supply to residential developers who have commercially viable residential
projects but cannot currently gain access to funding. Therefore this option would do nothing to
increase the supply of residential units from the private market.

4. Formation of a new entity to provide credit for residential development
This option would entail the creation of an entirely separate legal entity to the NAMA Group. The
entity would manage a programme of residential funding to non-NAMA developers who are
currently not availing of bank or alternative funding for their residential development projects. It is
proposed to name the entity Home Building Finance Ireland (HBFI). HBFI would, draw on the
expertise in residential development credit and lending currently in NAMA.
Early activation of HBFI could be facilitated by the fact that a residential delivery function, with
requisite skills in banking, credit, planning, property, corporate finance, legal and accounting, already
exists within NAMA. HBFI would avail of this expertise under a service contract from NAMA on a cost
reimbursement basis.
HBFI would operate on core market operator principles. New lending would be on commercial,
market-equivalent terms and conditions and depending on risk profile of the project, a quality of
collateral and the creditworthiness of the borrower. This approach would be akin to a bank or
private equity investor, in that HBFI would not be directly involved in development – its role would
be solely as a lender. Commercial viability testing will also ensure returns are the same as market
norms.
HBFI could avail of €750m debt and equity funding from the Irish Strategic Investment Fund (ISIF).
Given that this €750m is already classified as within General Government while held by ISIF it is not
envisaged that the establishment of HBFI will result in any impact on General Government Debt. As
long as the investment from ISIF is commercially viable and HBFI provides funds at competitive
market rate, HBFI’s lending activities will not be brought on balance sheet.
The Department of Finance would have to pre-notify the EU Commission and advise that there is no
State aid involved as the fund’s lending would be market equivalent and available to all market
participants.

Section 4: Analysis of costs, benefits and other impacts for each option
Option 1
No intervention

COST
Shortage of credit for
residential
developments
continues for the next
few years,
exacerbating the
shortfall in housing

BENEFIT
€750m in ISIF funding
could be invested in
other activity

IMPACTS
National
Competitiveness:
Continued shortfall in
housing will
discourage FDI as
foreign employees will
be unwilling to
relocate to Ireland
due to high residential
costs.

Poverty: Continued
shortfall in housing
will likely increase the
number of homeless
people in the State.
Option 2
Creating a SPV as part
of NAMA to lend to
non-NAMA debtors

Outside scope of
NAMA Act – would
require an
amendment.
Extends lifespan of
legacy crisis vehicle
likely impacting on
EUROSTAT treatment
of NAMA

Option 3
Repurposing NAMA as
a development agency

No new legislation
required
Utilises NAMA’s skills
and experience
funding residential
developments.

Residential
Construction Sector:
An increase in activity
in the residential
sector due to an
increase in the supply
of credit

NAMA could develop
residential sites that
are not commercially
Would exceed the
viable in the near term
State aid approval that but will be in a
DG Comp have
number of years.
granted NAMA

Employment: An
increase of residential
construction should
create new jobs in the
construction industry

NAMA does not have
the requisite
experience or skillset

Employment:
Increased residential
development on State
lands should lead to
an increase in
employment in the
construction sector.

Outside scope of
NAMA Act – would
require an
amendment.
Would exceed the
State aid approval the
DG Comp have
granted NAMA
Extends lifespan of
legacy crisis vehicle
likely impacting on
EUROSTAT treatment
of NAMA
Would not increase
the supply of credit to
fund other residential
developments.

Directly increases the
supply residential
units
Fund would be offbalance sheet and
would not contribute
to the national debt

Poverty: An increase
in the supply of
housing should lead to
a reduction in
homelessness.

Poverty: An increase
in the supply of
housing should lead to
a reduction in
homelessness.

Option 4
Formation of a new
entity to provide
credit for residential
development

Enabling legislation
would be required
The fund would have
to comply with EU
State aid rules
€750m in ISIF funding
could not be invested
in other activity

Directly increases the
supply of credit for
residential
development
Utilises NAMA’s skills
and experience
funding residential
developments.
Application for State
aid approval may not
be necessary.
Fund would be offbalance sheet

Residential
Construction Sector:
An increase in activity
in the residential
sector due to an
increase in the supply
of credit
Employment: An
increase of residential
construction should
create new jobs in the
construction industry
Poverty: An increase
in the supply of
housing should lead to
a reduction in
homelessness.

Section 5: Consultation
The Department has engaged with a broad array of stakeholders in order to assist it in determining
the best option to increase the supply of credit for residential developments.
Consultations with the Construction Industry Federation (CIF) have taken place to gather first-hand
information on the impediments that residential developers have accessing funding for viable
projects.
The Department of An Taoiseach, the Department of An Tánaiste, The Department of Public
Expenditure and Reform and the Office of Attorney General have all had the opportunity to present
their observations on the General Scheme of the HBFI Bill before drafting was approved by
Government.
There has been ongoing engagement with NAMA and the NTMA with a view to clarifying numerous
technical aspects of the HBFI Bill, including on how HBFI will lend, be governed and staffed.
The Central Bank has been consulted with a view to clarifying the regulatory regime that will apply to
HBFI once established.
Department Officials have been engaging with the Competition Directorate of the European
Commission to ensure that the establishment of HBFI does not contravene EU State aid rules.
The General Scheme was submitted to the Joint Committee on Finance, Public Expenditure and
Reform for pre-legislative scrutiny.

Section 6: Enforcement and Compliance
HBFI will be responsible for ensuring compliance with directly applicable regulations.

HBFI will have to comply with EU State aid rules regarding how it is both funded and in relation to
the terms and conditions of the loans that it offers to residential developers.
HBFI will be located within the Government Sector, and as such will have to comply with the Code of
Practice for the Governance of State Bodies. HBFI’s activities will not be brought on balance sheet
provided that its funding from ISIF is commercially viable and it provides loans to applicants at
competitive market rates.
HBFI will not be engaged in deposit-taking or holding itself out as a banker. Therefore the vehicle will
not require a banking licence. Furthermore, as HBFI will not be lending to natural persons, but rather
entities incorporated under the Companies Act, it will not require retail credit firm authorisation
from the Central Bank.
The annual accounts of the HBFI shall be submitted to the Comptroller and Auditor General for audit
within two months of the end of the financial year to which they relate. The Comptroller and
Auditor General shall then, if satisfied, certify these accounts and they shall be laid before each
House of the Oireachtas.
Additionally, a senior member of the executive staff of HBFI nominated by its Chairperson shall
report to the Committee of Public Accounts, the Committee on Finance, Public Expenditure and
Reform and Taoiseach whenever required by those Committees.
As a company registered under the Companies Acts, HBFI will also be required to fulfil the
obligations set out for such companies in the Companies Acts, including the requirements in relation
to memorandum and articles of association and the obligation to lodge certain documents with the
Companies Registration.

Section 7: Publication
This Regulatory Impact Analysis statement and any future versions of the document shall be
published in accordance with the RIA Guidelines for publication relating to secondary legislation. It
shall be published on the Department of Finance’s website and accompanied by a link to the Bill
once one becomes available.

